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Strategy Is Your Words
Hopefully available in July 2020

http://www.strategyisyourwords.com








YOUR STORY CHOICES RIGHT NOW



Freeze Opportunism

YOUR STORY CHOICES RIGHT NOW

Zombie Warfare Imagination









Problem  
We’re freaking out and don’t know what to do 

Insight 
We’ve always made up what to do - the point is to do 

Strategy 
Take gentle actions to stay sane



1. Find your verbs

When you are alive,  

what are you doing?

Iván Casal - Guayaquil, Ecuador



2. Walk to a beat

What cadence do you need 

to keep?  

What cadence can you 

keep?



3. Work out what you’re doing here

Can you sharpen your 

mission? 

Are you an employee, 

artist, or entrepreneur?



4. Avoid crowds

What’s the best way to get 

your work done?  

30 people in a Zoom 

workshop - really?



5. Find pockets of money

There’s never been more 

money in the world - can 

you find it?

* I don't mean to be crass and hyper-capitalistic  

(because I’m only one of these things)



6. Ask your employees for ideas

How about asking them for 

ideas rather than needing 

to feel all boss-like?



7. Help people along the way

Review a portfolio

Aisha Hakim has collected over 300 portfolios  
hoping for email feedback here:  
https://bit.ly/reviewmyportfolio



7. Help people along the way

Amber Revoir has collected over 250 people  
in advertising who need work here:  

https://bit.ly/pdxadvertising

Hire Portland talent



7. Help people along the way

Teach others about COVID-19

Lee Ci En and Gonzalo Gregori have collected tens of papers 
about marketing through times of turmoil here:  

https://bit.ly/covidreports



7. Help people along the way

Have a coffee with an upstart

Natalie Kim’s We Are Next is collecting many ways to help 
people trying to launch into advertising here : 

https://we-are-next.com/



7. Help people along the way

Help a client

BBH has dropped 79 slides of wisdom  
about marketing through these times here:  

https://bit.ly/covidreports



8. Put more legwork into your ideas



9. Say things worth hearing
COVID-19



10. Don’t waste each other's time
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